Holistic Matrix Therapy
for Body and Soul
by Natalia Remmy
Certified Practitioner in Healing Touch, Matrix Energetics, NLP Therapy, Angel Medicine.
Founder and Teacher of Healing Arts School “The Gift”, Awakening Discussions Club.

Wish to be healthy and happy?
Welcome to find a great relief of pain, chronic conditions,
emotional issues and stress;
to receive significant healing support for all systems of your body;
to get harmonizing changes in all areas of your life including
relationships. Working on energy field level, this healing treatment
improves your overall well-being.
Experience this integrative holistic therapy for only $60.
First visit - 50% off - $30, package of 5 sessions - $40 each.
Every human-being has a visible part (body) and an invisible part (mind and spirit). To make the visible
part healthy an experienced healer reaches into the invisible part that holds authentic codes and
patterns, and aligns them to be balanced. The same approach is good for relationships, and life
circumstances.
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What is a session of ‘Holistic Matrix Therapy’ like
The session starts with a conversation during which your issues and intentions are shaped out. Based on
those the modalities of treatment are chosen and tailored for you. It could be energy work, Holistic
Therapy of NLP, Angel Healing, or, most often, all of the above.
Holistic Therapy of NLP is used to change and improve your emotional issues, relationships, and life
situations. You will communicate with your subconscious mind that is responsible for over 90% of your
decisions. It has all the resources we need, and our task is to find them, and start using for your own
benefit. In other words, the track you habitually take to reach the results of your life will be changed to
a better one. It works with such emotions and feelings as fear, anxiety, anger, irritation, frustration.
Some of them had been useful in childhood, or adolescence, but became an obstacle later. You will
learn to release negative patterns or transform them into helpful and supportive ones.
Energy work is applied to address discomfort and imbalance of your physical body and energy system.
The latest achievements in energy healing are Matrix Energetics and The Gift method. Both of them are
aimed at releasing the disease energy and pain that stuck in your subtle fields and affect the natural
health. Replacing them with harmonious vibrations on the cellular level will make all body systems
resume the regular function.
Angel Healing is actually turned on before a client arrives. Information about client’s problems is known
by some way to the Team of Divine Messengers, who is called upon. Your Higher Self as a Team
member participates in providing the best solutions for your needs. Often clients feel a Divine touch
and guidance as a bliss that is impossible to describe, and they cannot hold back sweet tears of
complete happiness.

What result has been achieved? A great relief of pain and chronic disease; help to emotional
conditions and patterns of behavior related to them. Also, a significant healing support for all systems
of your body, along with harmonizing changes in all areas – physical, emotional, spiritual. Working on
subtle levels, this healing session improves your overall wellness.
Testimonials. D. “A huge shift in attitude happened after my first session. My vision was restored & I
felt like I woke up. I am able to dream again. The basic relationship with my Mother healed through
forgiveness and acceptance. I am able to help her now.”
Sh. “You are giving me information that is changing my life right now.”
C. “I came in today so very upset and you have gifted me with so many blessings and tools that I can
immediately put into action to create a life of balance and harmony, healing & radiant well-being. I feel
you have helped me re-integrate parts of myself.”
B. “Last session I had a cold and later that day and days that followed I no longer was coughing.”
L. “Feeling relaxed, tension drained away, so many happy memories, open heart. Can laugh and have
fun. God knows better”.
E. “After one session I noticed a profound difference in my level of stress - during a time when my stress
usually goes through the roof. I was truly amazed at what significant change one session made in my
life, and the lives of my family."

